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May it please the Panel: 
 
1. We note all of the submission points in relation to Transpower New 

Zealand Ltd’s (Transpower) designations have been agreed with the 

relevant submitters or withdrawn, and no submitters sought to cross-

examine Ms Ainsley McLeod, planning witness for Transpower. 

2. During the designations topic hearing, the Hearings Panel asked Ms 

McLeod about the proposal that there be differing definitions of the term 

the ‘National Grid’ in the Strategic Directions Chapter and the 

Designations Chapter. 

3. Transpower’s submission on the Proposed Christchurch Replacement 

District Plan (the Replacement Plan) sought that the National Grid be 

defined in the Definitions Chapter as follows:1 

means the same as in the National Policy Statement on Electricity 

Transmission 2008, being the assets used or owned by 

Transpower New Zealand Limited. 

 
4. Transpower and Christchurch City Council (the Council) have agreed to 

include an alternative definition in the Designations Chapter to 

specifically reflect the purpose of the Substation designations.  This is 

based on the definition used in the Resource Management (National 

Environmental Standards for Electricity Transmission Activities) 

Regulations 2009 (NESETA). As highlighted by Ms McLeod, 

Transpower recognises that there is an advantage for a layperson in 

understanding the purpose of a designation without having to turn to 

the definitions in a separate section of the Replacement Plan.2 

5. However, Transpower considers that this proposed designation purpose 

is not appropriate for the other chapters of the Replacement Plan. This is 

because this definition (as in the NESETA) refers to "network" and on a 
                                                
1 Submission by Transpower New Zealand Limited on the Proposed Christchurch Replacement 
District Plan: Stage One dated 8 October 2014, page 4 
2 Lines 35-39, page 53 of the Transcript 
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literal interpretation Transpower’s ancillary buildings, such as depots, 

are not included within the term “network”.  This is the reason why 

Transpower and the Council expressly referred to the National Grid 

Operating Centre and regional office, as part of the purpose of the 

designation for the Islington Substation.  A narrow definition is 

appropriate within the context of the NESETA as this standard does not 

address ancillary activities that are undertaken by Transpower. Whereas 

the Replacement Plan does address such ancillary activities and so the 

definition of the National Grid in the NPS, which encompasses all of 

Transpower’s activities, is more appropriate for use in the Replacement 

Plan. 

6. The form of the proposed Replacement Plan provides for a clear 

indication of where a definition listed in Chapter 2 applies by way of 

underlining the term.  For instance, where “development” is underlined it 

has the meaning set out in Chapter 2, while where it is not underlined it 

has a more general meaning.  In the same manner “National Grid” may 

be underlined in all Chapters of the Replacement Plan with the 

exception of Chapter 10. 

7. If the Hearings Panel is minded not to have separate definitions of the 

National Grid in the purpose of Transpower’s designations and the rest 

of the Replacement Plan, then Transpower’s strong preference is for the 

NPS definition to be used consistently throughout the Replacement Plan 

for the reasons outlined above.  
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